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Abstract. A real-time algorithm for removing scalp-blood
signals from functional near-infrared spectroscopy signals
is proposed. Scalp and deep signals have different depend-
encies on the source-detector distance. These signals were
separated using this characteristic. The algorithm was vali-
dated through an experiment using a dynamic phantom in
which shallow and deep absorptions were independently
changed. The algorithm for measurement of oxygenated
and deoxygenated hemoglobins using two wavelengths
was explicitly obtained. This algorithm is potentially useful
for real-time systems, e.g., brain-computer interfaces and
neuro-feedback systems. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a
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1 Introduction
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)1 has been used
for observing brain activity in the fields that require everyday
measurements because the equipment is smaller, more in-
expensive, and requires less restriction of subjects than other
neuro-imaging modalities such as functional MRI and PET.
Since the light is irradiated and detected from the brain through
the scalp, the effects of hemodynamic changes in the scalp on
the fNIRS signals have been reported.2,3 Therefore, an experi-
mental design that compensates these effects using adequate
control conditions is required.

To lift or relax this limitation, several engineering techniques
have been developed.4–6 The multidistance independent analysis
(MD-ICA) method using multidistance optodes7 has an advan-
tage in that scalp signals can be quantitatively separated from the
obtained signals. However, the real-time process of MD-ICA
has not been achieved due to ICA, which requires time series
data, although some other techniques are applicable for real-
time processing. Because the scalp-signal effect potentially
changes during experiments due to changes in emotion, the
real-time separation is helpful to determine whether to stop or

redo the experiment to increase measurement throughput. The
real-time separation is also required for the brain-computer inter-
face and neuro-feedback systems that have been applied in reha-
bilitation. We modified the algorithm of MD-ICA for real-time
processing and validated the algorithm through an experiment
using a dynamic phantom.

2 Method
The absorbance change ΔA is proportional to the sum of the
product of change in hemoglobin concentration ci and partial
path length li in region i according to the modified Beer–
Lambert equation in the case where the changes in partial path
lengths are negligible

ΔA ¼
X
i

ðεΔciliÞ ≡ εðΔclÞ; (1)

where ε is the molecular extinction coefficient for hemoglobin.
Since the continuous-wave fNIRS (cw-fNIRS) cannot sepa-
rately measure ci and li, the effective values of c and l are
defined when the hemoglobin concentration changes in the
scalp and the deep tissue

ΔA ¼ εðΔclÞdeep þ εðΔclÞscalp: (2)

The dependency of the partial path length on the source-
detector (SD) distance d has been calculated using a slab
model7 and the real-head anatomical model obtained through
MRI.8 The partial path length in scalp is approximately constant
when d is larger than about 10 mm. The partial path length in the
deep tissue linearly increases when d is larger than d0.

ldeep ¼ l0 · ðd∕d0 − 1Þ. (3)

Here, d0 and l0 are the x-intercept and the minus value of y-
intercept, respectively, when the partial path length in the
deep tissue is plotted to d.

In MD-ICA, independent components were calculated by
time-delayed decorrelation ICA (TDD-ICA) using absorbance
changes observed with multiple values of d, then each weight
factor for each independent component was divided into a deep
subcomponent and a scalp subcomponent according to the ratio
of the partial path length for deep tissue and scalp calculated
using the d dependency of signal intensity. The deep and
scalp components were reconstructed using all deep subcompo-
nents and scalp subcomponents, respectively. The TDD algo-
rithm requires a certain time period of measured absorbance
changes, usually the period of a measurement cycle. There-
fore, MD-ICA was used in the postprocess.

The MD-ICA algorithm can be easily modified for real-time
processing by removing the ICA process. We call the new algo-
rithm the real-time scalp signal separating (RT-SSS) algorithm.
In MD-ICA, the separation process was applied to each indepen-
dent component obtained by ICA. In RT-SSS, the separation
process was applied not to the independent component, but
directly to the absorbance change. The absorbance change
observed with SD distance d, ΔA½d; t� can be separated into
those for the deep and scalp layers, ΔART−SSS

deep ½d; t� and
ΔART−SSS

scalp ½d; t� using Eqs. (2) and (3).

ΔA½d; t� ¼ ΔART−SSS
deep ½d; t� þ ΔART−SSS

scalp ½d; t�; (4)

ΔART−SSS
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ΔART−SSS
scalp ½d; t� ¼ ε · ðΔclÞscalp½t�: (6)

The ΔART−SSS
deep ½d1; t� and ΔART−SSS

scalp ½d1; t� can be calculated
for each time t from ΔA½d1; t� and ΔA½d2; t� observed with dif-
ferent two values of d, d1 and d2, when d0 is given as well as
MD-ICA. The parameters Δðcl0Þdeep and ΔðclÞscalp are effective
ones for the two homogeneous layer models. The deviation of d0
caused by the inhomogeneity in the depth direction leads to the
cross talk between the separated signals of scalp and deep
regions. The errors of separation were investigated in the pre-
vious paper for MD-ICA.7 Although two values of d are
required for solving equations, using more than three values
of d potentially reduces the error of separation due to the lateral
inhomogeneity of absorbance in the scalp caused by the inho-
mogeneous distribution of scalp veins.

In RT-SSS, the noise is artificially divided into scalp and
deep components depending on its SD-distance dependency.

Each noise included in scalp or deep signals can be reduced
by the usual algorithms of noise reduction in the postprocess.

3 Experimental Validation Using a Dynamic
Phantom

The RT-SSS algorithm was validated using a dynamic phantom.9

The dynamic phantom had two (upper and lower) scattering and
absorbing layers, and the absorption changes in the two layers
were independently created by their motions driven by two mov-
ing stages. We measured the absorbance changes by using the
phantom irradiated by a diode-laser light with a wavelength of
695 nm at d ¼ 15 and 30 mm under three conditions: (1) only
the absorption of the lower layer was changed with a specified
activation pattern, (2) only the absorption of the upper layer
was changed with another activation pattern, and (3) the absorp-
tions of both the lower and upper layers were changed with the
activation patterns used for the conditions 1 and 2, respectively.

When considering that d ¼ 30 mm is commonly employed
in fNIRS, the absorbance change measured at d ¼ 30 mm under
condition 1 was the pure signal originating from the deep
(lower) layer. The absorbance change measured at d ¼ 30 mm
under condition 2 was the pure signal originating from the scalp
(upper) layer. The absorbance change measured at d ¼ 30 mm
under condition 3 was the mixed signal originating from both
the deep and scalp layers. These three absorbance changes are
expressed as ΔApure

deep, ΔA
pure
scalp, and ΔAmixed, respectively. The

absorbance changes in the deep and scalp layers obtained
using the RT-SSS algorithm with ΔAmixed½15; t� and
ΔAmixed½30; t� are also expressed as ΔART−SSS

deep and ΔART−SSS
scalp ,

respectively.
The value of d0 for the phantom required the use of Eq. (5). It

was experimentally measured as follows. Under condition 1,
ΔART−SSS

deep of Eq. (5) can be replaced by ΔApure
deep. Then, we

can write the following equation:

ΔApure
deep½30; t�

ΔApure
deep½15; t�

¼ 30 − d0
15 − d0

: (7)

Fig. 1 (a) Time series of deep absorbance change obtained using RT-
SSS algorithm, mixed absorbance change, and pure deep absorbance
change. (b) Time series of scalp absorbance change obtained using
RT-SSS algorithm and pure scalp absorbance change.

Fig. 2 Correlation between (a) deep absorbance change separated using RT-SSS algorithm, (b) scalp
absorbance change separated using RT-SSS algorithm, (c) mixed absorbance change and respective
pure absorbance change.
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By the least square fitting with Eq. (7), d0 was obtained as
9.92 mm. Note that these values d0 change depending on the
characteristics of the phantom, i.e., materials, structure, and
so on.

The mixed absorbance change measured with d ¼ 30 mm,
ΔAmixed½30; t� and the separated deep and scalp absorbance
changes using the RT-SSS algorithm, ΔART−SSS

deep ½30; t� and

ΔART−SSS
scalp ½30; t� are compared with the pure absorbance changes

ΔApure
deep½30; t� and ΔApure

scalp½30; t� in Fig. 1. Each absorbance
change separated using the RT-SSS algorithm agreed with
each pure absorbance change for both deep and scalp tissues.
Figure 2 shows the correlation between (a) the deep absorbance
change, (b) scalp absorbance change and each corresponding
pure absorbance change, and (c) the mixed absorbance change
and pure deep absorbance change. The fitting coefficients, slope
α and y-intercept β, are shown in Fig. 2. The correlation coef-
ficients r between the RT-SSS absorbance change and pure

absorbance change for deep tissue and scalp were 0.997 and
0.991, respectively. The chi-squares were small enough and
the residual waveform was flat. For the mixed absorbance
change, however, the correlation coefficient was smaller, the
chi-square was larger, and the residual waveform was more dis-
torted than those for RT-SSS absorbance change because the
mixed absorbance change includes both deep and scalp ones.
Therefore, we can conclude that the RT-SSS algorithm success-
fully separated the mixed absorbance change into deep and scalp
absorbance changes.

4 Discussions and Conclusions
The RT-SSS algorithm was explicitly applied to oxygenated and
deoxygenated hemoglobin measurements using two wave-
lengths. From Eqs. (4) to (6), each absorbance change at wave-
lengths λ1 and λ2 measured with d1 and d2 was written as

�
ΔAλ1½d1; t� ΔAλ1½d2; t�
ΔAλ2½d1; t� ΔAλ2½d2; t�

�

¼
� ελ1oxy ελ1deoxy

ελ2oxy ελ2deoxy

�
×
� ðΔcoxylÞdeep½d1; t� þ ðΔcoxylÞscalp½d1; t� ðΔcoxylÞdeep½d2; t� þ ðΔcoxylÞscalp½d2; t�
ðΔcdeoxylÞdeep½d1; t� þ ðΔcdeoxylÞscalp½d1; t� ðΔcdeoxylÞdeep½d2; t� þ ðΔcdeoxylÞscalp½d2; t�

�
; (8)

with

ðΔcoxylÞdeep½d; t� ¼ ðΔcoxyl0Þdeep½t� · ðd∕d0 − 1Þ; (9)

ðΔcdeoxylÞdeep½d; t� ¼ ðΔcdeoxyl0Þdeep½t� · ðd∕d0 − 1Þ; (10)

ðΔcoxylÞscalp½d1; t� ¼ ðΔcoxylÞscalp½d2; t�; (11)

ðΔcdeoxylÞscalp½d1; t� ¼ ðΔcdeoxylÞscalp½d2; t�; (12)

where ελoxy and ελdeoxy represent the molecular extinction coeffi-
cient at wavelength λ for oxygenated and deoxygenated hemo-
globins, respectively. Also Δcoxy and Δcdeoxy are the change in
concentration of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobins,
respectively. Here, d0 was assumed to be independent of the
wavelength in the case of human measurement. When d0 and
ε are given, the deep and scalp hemoglobin signals are separated
by solving Eq. (8) for four unknowns of ðΔcoxylÞdeep½d; t�,
ðΔcdeoxylÞdeep½d; t�, ðΔcoxylÞscalp½d; t� and ðΔcdeoxylÞscalp½d; t�
since the elements of the matrix on the left-hand side of
Eq. (8) are directly measurable at each time, t. The
literature values of ε for hemoglobin can be used. The value of
d0 for the human forehead was estimated to be 10.5� 1.6 mm
by stanching the scalp blood flow, and the errors in the calcu-
lated hemoglobin caused by the variation in the value of d0 were
also estimated in the previous paper on MD-ICA.7 Because the
concept of RT-SSS is almost the same as that of MD-ICA, the
effect of the variation of d0 must also be almost the same.

In conclusion, we proposed the RT-SSS algorithm using two
d measurements and validated it through phantom experiments.
This algorithm will be applied to human experiments to verify
its effectiveness.
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